The premier choice for settlement and post-settlement services

JAMS, the world’s largest private ADR provider, offers comprehensive dispute resolution services in class actions, mass torts and multidistrict litigation (MDL). JAMS has decades of experience in successfully administering and resolving large, complex disputes as well as an extensive track record of handling post-settlement matters, including many of the largest civil class action settlements in U.S. history. That depth of experience—combined with the respect of courts, attorneys, government agencies and claims administrators—makes JAMS uniquely qualified to coordinate the entire resolution process.

No matter where your class action, mass tort or MDL matter falls on the dispute resolution life cycle, JAMS offers distinct advantages to all parties involved. We have handled resolution, settlement adjudication and allocation in cases of all types, including, but not limited to:

- antitrust
- auto product liability
- civil rights matters
- employment cases
- environmental disasters
- fraud and securities
- insurance settlements and funds
- mass property damage
- medical device product liability
- pharmaceutical product liability

Experienced neutrals in every jurisdiction

- **Integrity.** JAMS was founded on the principles of fairness and neutrality. Our Class Action and Mass Tort panel is comprised of retired federal and state court judges and former litigators. These preeminent neutrals have earned the respect of the legal community and the

---

www.jamsadr.com/classaction
confidence of sitting judges, who know they can depend on JAMS to fashion sound, enforceable and expedient settlements. **Both sides of the bar agree that choosing JAMS is “just good business.”**

- **Versatility.** JAMS neutrals serve as mediators, arbitrators, special masters and discovery referees. They can settle disputes and then proceed directly to adjudication or allocation. They also administer and allocate private, court-ordered and government settlement funds for claims both large and small. They assist in the design of post-settlement appeals processes. And, when written into settlement agreements, JAMS neutrals serve as arbitrators in distribution-related disputes and other post-settlement disputes.

- **Efficiency and adaptability.** In collaboration with attorneys, courts and claims administrators, JAMS can create individual settlement and distribution plans that optimize the outcome for all sides. Our extensive resources allow us to manage the innumerable administrative details that are the hallmark of large, complex cases. We continuously update our methodology to incorporate technological advances and other efficiencies.

- **Quality.** Our post-settlement services garner high ratings for quality and accuracy in outside audits. JAMS adjudicators and support staff have significant experience and receive frequent training on best practices, academic research and court rulings. JAMS develops custom protocols for each case and demands strict adherence. We employ multiple levels of internal review by peers as well as unbiased Quality Control Committees.

- **Continuity.** JAMS has been resolving complex disputes since 1979 and many of our most sought-after settlement experts have been with us for a decade or more. Our familiarity with the genesis and progress of ongoing settlements, combined with our ability to devote months or years to the same case, offers our clients a clear advantage.

Visit [www.jamsadr.com/classaction](http://www.jamsadr.com/classaction) for more information on our Class Action and Mass Tort Practice Group.